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You’ve just commissioned a shiny-new CNC machine. Would you expect

to increase production output if you forget to use it?

Silly question I know.

Even though machine monitoring with FourJaw is considerably more

affordable than a CNC machine (and far easier to install!), it won’t be a

surprise to hear that it also needs a bit of love if it is to transform your

production output.

For those that do use it, there are massive gains to be found. The average

CNC machine FourJaw monitors, registers utilisation �gures lower than

20%. Put another way, over 80% of the available time CNC machines are

not making the business money! Many manufacturers are shocked at how

low their machine utilisation is when they �rst install the FourJaw

platform. The good news is, this represents a massive opportunity for

improvement, an opportunity they didn’t know they had!

Immediate gains can be found just by being able to see, with all machines

on one dashboard, which are well utilised vs which are not. This means

the supporting production teams have total clarity on where’s best to

focus their efforts.

The next obvious question is “why are my machines losing productivity”,

which is where help from the operators come in. The FourJaw tablets ask

them to input downtime reasons as they occur at the simple tap of a

button, empowering them to communicate all the daily problems they

face. Support teams are �nally able to quantify and prioritise downtime

reasons/operator problems and work to remove them. The result is a

happier overall team that’s highly productive.



So how does this actually work in

practice?

A very good question. Take this very short example from Harry Gray at

KSW Engineering:

Digital manufacturing is rarely about reducing team headcount, or about

simply cracking the whip harder to get more. It’s all about using data

collected at the machines to drive smarter decision making, driving up

productivity.

 

We looked at the FourJaw downtime data, which showed us that time

lost due to not having enough production engineers was costing us

£250k per year in lost productivity. This gave us the knowledge that

we could effectively hire another �ve if we wanted to and still be in

credit.”

Harry Gray, KSW Engineering



YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE

Try our Machine Monitoring ROI Calculator

Find out how quickly you can see a return on investment with FourJaw Manufacturing

Analytics

Try it Now

https://fourjaw.com/roi-calculator/


So what? Where is the evidence this

will actually impact our productivity,

and will it do it quickly?

At FourJaw HQ, we have been running the numbers. We analysed the

weekly machine utilisation �gures of three manufacturers for 12 weeks

following installation of FourJaw. Each manufacturer works in a different

industry producing different parts of different complexity in different

quantities, therefore the machine utilisations differ signi�cantly from each

other.

Manufacturer #1



Manufacturer 1 is a subcontract precision machine shop for various

industries. The nature of their work means that their components typically

require long run times on the machines. So, they found that they already

had a very strong weekly utilisation �gures. While there was signi�cant

�uctuation in the weekly �gures, the trendline shows they were at 45%

when they originally installed FourJaw. This is far higher than the average

machines that we monitor- but still they knew they could improve!

In the same way as Harry from KSW, they worked with the FourJaw

platform remove their top production challenges and started to see their



weekly performance increase through time. The graph below shows the

weekly utilisation �gure of their machines connected to the FourJaw

platform over the �rst 12 weeks. We have plotted the trendline that shows

utilisation steadily increasing up to a massive 60% on average.

Yes, they still have the odd challenging week that impacts their �gures

(something they’re working on solving), but they’ve shown that on their

best weeks, they’re capable of hitting a massive 70% utilisation! The

trendline over the 12 weeks has gone from 45% up to 60%, a 15% increase

in weekly utilisation, or put another way a 33% improvement on where the

trendline started!

So what does this actually mean for

their bottom line?

Well, if you feed the numbers into the FourJaw return-on-investment

calculator you can �nd out. This manufacturer currently has 6 machines

connected to FourJaw. They have an average hourly billing rate of £65,

and they run 2 x 8 hour shifts per day, 5 days per week. Plug in the 15%

utilisation improvement that they’ve experienced and you’ll see that

FourJaw is helping them to add £243,360 of extra billing capacity per

year, on only 6 machines! We’d of course like to point out that the £9k

investment in the FourJaw platform is miniscule by comparison!

The manufacturer is very happy with progress, and is making some big

improvements to their business off the back of the data that they’re

receiving from FourJaw. One of these changes is to expand the number of

machines that are connected to FourJaw as they look to remove “blind

spots” from their continuous improvement programme.

https://www.fourjaw5.local/fourjaw-roi-calculator/


What about other manufacturers with

lower starting utilisation �gures?

Manufacturer 1 is not unique, we performed the same exercise on various

manufacturers and have included 2 similar examples below, and frankly

we could go on. Each manufacturer has very different type of businesses

with very different baseline utilisation �gures, and the numbers speak for

themselves.



What’s interesting here is that all manufacturers have signi�cant week-on-

week variation in their utilisation �gures, which shows how complex their

job is. Despite this, all three manufacturers are trending upwards over the

12 week period. What’s also interesting is that even manufacturers who

only see a small utilisation improvement (2%) still gain a signi�cant ROI in

�nancial value per year- you don’t have to blow the doors off for FourJaw

to make a signi�cant difference!



In Summary

You need to engage with your digital manufacturing platform to receive

the productivity enhancing bene�ts, and there are signi�cant bene�ts up

for grabs for those that do. This blog post has shown you a simple way of

using the FourJaw platform to increase utilisation, increase your billable

hours and therefore increase your pro�t!

And we haven’t even started talking about how our works order booking

platform can help improve the accuracy of your quoting and shop �oor

scheduling processes….

Why not take a look at our growing list of independent customer reviews

here and then get in touch to see how you can realise the same level of

bene�ts on your shop �oor!
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